A Hilco Global Company
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Patent Portfolio Acquisition/Licensing Opportunity
for In- Store Behavior Sensing and Analytics
Hilco Streambank is seeking offers to acquire the patent
portfolio of the leading in-store behavior sensing and
retail analytics platform. The patents — which have
been commercialized — cover video analytics, multicamera and mobile tracking, multimodal fusion, machine
learning, shopper science and a broad suite of potential
applications for optimizing shopping experience, store
digitization, marketing, merchandising, store design and
retail operations.
The patent owner (the “Company”) will entertain
acquisition/licensing offers for the entire portfolio, or
subsets of the portfolio.

46 PATENTS
36 Issued Patents • 10 Pending Applications

The Company utilizes the patented technologies for
computer vision, mobile tracking, big data analysis
and artificial intelligence to provide in-store behavior
analytics solutions to retailers and consumer packaged
goods (CPG) manufacturers.

Application to
• cashier free (frictionless) checkout
• retail and video analytics
• video surveillance
• mobile tracking

Offer Deadline March 11, 2020
Opportunity to Buy or License
Key Patents Covering Behavior Analytics
While online retailers have visibility into the entire “path to purchase” funnel, brick-and-mortar
retailers and CPGs need additional assistance to gain insights into shopper behavior. Using
patented sensing and artificial intelligence technologies, the Company can capture and
interpret in-store behavior, helping retailers and CPGs reduce “shopping friction” to optimize
store performance, understand shopping patterns for their products and categories and
improve conversion. The Company is also able to combine in-store behavior data with other
data sources, including transactions, planograms, product mapping, loyalty and promotions
to generate meaningful data analytics services for its partners.
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The Company’s robust patent portfolio includes 46 powerful patents for behavior sensing
and interpretation for retail and other applications.
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Broad Claims Covering Video Analytics, Retail
Analytics, Mobile Tracking and Frictionless Checkout
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This group of patents cover fundamental technologies for fusing video and wireless data at multiple levels for tracking. It
also includes marketing and merchandizing applications that are enabled by multimodal sensing, specifically exploiting the
strengths of each sensing modality.
Sensing patents include tracking/localizing mobile devices, fusion of mobile data with video-based tracking, associating mobile
data with transaction data and demographics. Applications include personalized decision tree, brand-switching analysis,
brand strength tracking, cross-channel behavior analysis including online ad exposure to offline shopping patterns and other
applications enabled by multimodal shopper/employee behavior data.

Mobile
Tracking,
Sensor Fusion
and Related
Applications

11 patents

Cashier Free
(Frictionless)
Checkout
Applications

Video-Based
Demographics and
Behavior Analysis,
and Video-based
Tracking

18 patents

14 patents
(overlap with those
described here)
Solutions for cashier free (frictionless)
checkout need to address a system
and process for tracking shoppers, for
recognizing specific actions (i.e., picking
up or putting back products) and for
recognizing the specific product (and
number of units) involved in the shopper
action. Patents address tracking across
multiple cameras, action recognition
and mobile tracking fusing location,
association and multi-modal analysis of
behavior.

Shopper/Retail
Analytics
Applications

17 patents

These
patents
cover
fundamental
technologies for automatically converting
video into useful information about people,
for example, demographics (gender, age,
and ethnicity) and various aspects of
behavior including emotional responses.
It also includes key enabling technologies
for video analytics applications such
as multi-camera tracking, integration of
demographics with behavior, shopper
vs. store associate identification, cart
recognition and other foundational computer
vision/machine learning technologies for
creating relevant behavior data.

These patents cover powerful applications that are enabled by in-store behavior data leveraging any video or other store
sensing infrastructure. They help in driving out inefficiencies from the various retail processes and in providing better shopping
experience which translate into higher conversion and loyalty.
Applications include audience measurement and targeting, digital media measurement and targeting, category performance
measurement and optimization, display location optimization, store design optimization, shopper decision trees, product
packaging evaluation, brand strength measurement, crowding and shoppability measurement and other applications for
optimizing shopper experience and retail operations.
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Opportunity to Tap Into a Growing Market
The Company has commercialized much of the patent portfolio, and currently partners with more than
50 retailers and CPG companies to deliver data analytics revealing in-store shopper behavior. Retailers
use the data to optimize their store formats and test new concepts. The Company’s CPG clients receive
syndicated shopper insights, allowing them to work with retailers on shopper marketing strategies, category
management, brand strength tracking and custom in-store shopper behavior analysis. Opportunities to
apply the technology in other arenas, particularly to commercialize it in frictionless checkout, are endless.

By 2025

By 2023
22% CAGR

$9.5B

Global Retail Analytics Market
Expected to Reach
$9.5B by 20251

:
Global In-Store Analytics Market
Expected to Post a CAGR of
Over 22% by 20232

Offer Deadline March 11, 2020
Process
Offers to purchase all or a subset of the patents, or to license all or a subset of the patents, are due on or
before March 11, 2020. Please contact Hilco Streambank for more information about the process.
Gabe Fried

Richelle Kalnit

Ben Kaplan

617.458.9355

212.993.7214

646.651.1978

212.993.7213

gfried@hilcoglobal.com

rkalnit@hilcoglobal.com

bkaplan@hilcoglobal.com

rbrenner@hilcoglobal.com

FO R MO R E I N FO R M A T I O N V I S I T
hilcostreambank.com/BehaviorPatents

Source: Retail Analytics Market - Global Drivers, Trends, and Forecast to 2025.
Source: Technavio.
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